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Introduction

The circuits to drive CFL have usually the following block diagram:

Figure 1. Block Diagram

There are three sections: an EMI filter, a diode bridge rectifier that gives the rectified mains, (then smoothed by
a filtering capacitor), and a half bridge inverter.

There is usually no voltage pre regulator for the High Voltage Bus (HVB), so the bus voltage will depend on the
mains. A key point of L6567 is the load current regulation according to the bus value, that means that the power
in the lamp is constant, not depending on mains value.

The high frequency inverter topology is a very efficient one, because of the zero voltage switching principle, that
let the mosfet switching losses to be held to the minimum: just the turn on one. The “capacitive mode” protection
implemented in L6567 helps preventing mosfet hard switching. 

L6567 is able to control a preheat time to make lamp ignition easier and lamp life longer.

The main phases of circuit working are described in the following sections: start up, preheat, ignition and steady
state condition. The circuit schematic we will refer to is shown below:
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L6567: DESIGN HINTS

An integrated ballast design has been made with L6567 IC.  The chosen topology is an half bridge in-
verter. L6567 provides all the necessary functions for driving the external power mosfets and for pre-
heat, ignition and steady state operations control of the lamp. The minimum part count required makes
L6567 optimal for compact fluorescent lamp driving.

The design is intended for 15W CFL (or similar one) and for 220V±20% mains.
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Figure 2. Application Schematic

The way to get the right components value will be shown in the last paragraph.

Start up

As soon as the mains is applied a high voltage appears across the filtering capacitor C and the half bridge in-
verter (Q1 and Q2). L6567 is powered through RHV: the current flows from HVB to CVCC through RHV and
L6567. When CVCC voltage reaches VSLOW1 (max. 6V) the low side mosfet Q2 is turned on while the high side
mosfet Q1 is turned off, in order to charge the bootstrap capacitor (CBOOT). When CVCC voltage reaches
VSHIGH1 (typ. 11.7V) the oscillator starts and the RHV pin is no more involved in providing CVCC charge: it is
provided by the charge pump connected to the half bridge midpoint (pin 3 OUT). A high voltage capacitor is
needed and it is used both for the charge pump and for snubber function.

Preheat phase

A preheat sequence is done to assure a longer lamp life: a small current is delivered to the lamp cathodes to
warm them, in order to make ignition easier. 

We refer to a very simple lamp model: before ignition no current flows in the lamp, and the only conductive paths
are the electrodes, that can be seen as two small resistors (see fig. 3.A). After ignition, current flows between
the electrodes, and the lamp can be seen as a resistor connected between them. The value of this resistance
can be evaluated as the ratio between the nominal lamp power and the nominal voltage (squared) across the
lamp. The equivalent load connected to the midpoint of the half bridge is shown in fig. 3.B (the filaments resis-
tances have been disregarded).

Figure 3. Lamp equivalent load
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We will have two different transfer functions (= VLAMP/VHALF_BATTERY) :

Figure 4. Transfer functions

The preheat phase is typically in the “A” part of the upper characteristic: here we have a few Khz resonant fre-
quency (See fig 3.A),  small gain, so the voltage across the lamp is much smaller than the ignition one. The
frequency of the oscillator is decided according to the current we want to flow in the lamp cathode.

There is a pretty simple way to determine the needed  preheat current when it is not specified by lamp charac-
terization: if R0 is the filament resistance at room temperature , we have to warm the filament so that after pre-
heat time R(TPRE)~3R0 (as a rule of thumb).  Moreover we have to do it with a current that allow us to use
reasonable preheat time : the end customer will not wait for a long time before the lamp being on , but TPRE has
not to be so short to be out of control.

We can force a fixed DC current in the filament and we can measure the voltage across it: when it is three times
the initial one, we have reached the needed preheat time.

A simple set up is shown in fig. 5.

Figure 5. Preheat Time and Current Measurements set up
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We have measured different lamp types with the following results:

Typical preheat times are nearly 1s (0.5-1.5s).

When we have set the right IPRE - TPRE values, we have to use them taking into account the model of fig.4. Here
we have a resonant circuit, and in “A” zone  we are far from the resonant frequency: the current wave form is
not sinusoidal, but is nearly triangular. Using the rms. current value times RSHUNT you have the voltage that is
compared to pin 9 internal threshold. Setting RSHUNT we set the preheat current and, as a consequence, the
preheat frequency. The preheat time is set by CP capacitor, connected to pin 8.

Ignition phase

After preheat time has elapsed L6567 oscillator sweeps down toward lower frequency, using the “B” part of fig.
4 characteristic. In this way the gain increases, and the voltage across the lamp and across CLAMP capacitor
increases too. When the frequency approaches the resonant frequency the voltage gain is very high, and the
voltage across the lamp will reach the ignition one: the lamp strikes on and the load will look like model B in fig.3:
that means we are now in “C” part of fig. 4 lower characteristic, with a lower gain and not so near to the new
resonant frequency. 

If the lamp doesn’t ignite the oscillation frequency could cross the resonant frequency and go to the left side of
the upper characteristic. The frequency range lower than the resonant frequency is dangerous for mosfet
switching: they switch in capacitive mode, that means there is no more zero voltage switching, and the mosfet
switch with the full HVB across source and drain. We don’t have this problem with L6567: the IC provides a ca-
pacitive mode protection, sensing RSHUNT voltage, and forcing the frequency towards higher values until we are
at frequency higher than the resonant one. The ignition frequency sweep lasts the time needed to reach the set
working frequency or , maximum, 15/16TPRE. The sweep rate is set by CI capacitor (pin 14).

Burn phase

When the lamp is properly ignited we are in the burn phase. The minimum oscillator frequency (FMIN) is set by
RREF and CF (pin 10 and 12). There are two main control functions performed by L6567: there is the capacitive
mode protection that has already been enabled in the ignition phase, and there is the feed forward control. This
second function mainly sets the working frequency in the burn phase. L6567 checks the rectified mains value
(sensing RHV current) and changes the working frequency to maintain constant lamp power. There is also the
filtering action of CP to avoid the 100Hz mains ripple. Without feed forward frequency sweep the high voltage
bus voltage variations would be applied to the half bridge inverter, and as a consequence to the lamp: sudden

Thin cathode lamps Thick cathode lamps R0 [ohm] Current mA 3R0 time [s]

Philips 11W 15 200 1.4

230 1

Sylvania 15W 12 250 0.7

300 0.3

Light of America 27W 1.7 525 3.5

775 1.2

Light of America 42W 3 300 2.5

390 1.5

510 0.42
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increase and decrease of lamp power could cause a shortening of lamp life. With feed forward control the lamp
works at nearly the same power level regardless the mains variation. Another feature of L6567 is the chance to
set the dead time value with the resistor RREF at pin 10.

Setting components

In this application there are components typical of nearly every ballast application, to which general rules apply:

Mosfets have to be chosen taking care of the High Voltage Bus value as far as VDSMAX is concerned, and using
the lower RDSON for thermal consideration. With 220V mains 500V mosfet class is ok, and RDSON times max.
current has to be a withstandable dissipated power. Considering the high dV/dt due to the switching, NB mos
are safer than NA type.

After choosing the lamp, PLAMP and VLAMP set a constrain to LCHOKE value: L has to be the main components
as far as ILAMP setting:

That means:

CLAMP has the aim to prevent VIGNITION  across the lamp to be reached during preheat, so:

VCLAMP = IPRE ⋅ XCLAMP(f = fPRE) << VIGNITION

CHB capacitors are the half battery capacitors, the bigger they are the smaller the ripple of the voltage across
the resonant load, 100nF is the commonest value.

CBOOT capacitor has to be chosen according to the mos type: as a rule of thumb you can use:

(see AN994 for further details)

Mosfet have no big equvalent capacitors in this kind of application, and a 100nF capacitor is often used.

The charge pump components have no special requirements, except the capacitor connected to the OUT node
that has to withstand a voltage swing equal to the High Voltage Bus value, and so it has to be properly rated
(i.e. 500V).

The remaining six parts: RSHUNT, RHV, RF, CI, CP, CF are strictly related to the IC working. L6567 is able to set
really a big deal of application parameters with a very few number of external components, namely the six key
components listed below. As a logical consequence, the same component is not related to a single application
characteristic, but to two or more.

ILAMP

PLAMP

VLAMP
------------------ IL

VL

XL f fWORKING=( )
------------------------------------------------===

VHB VLAMP–

XL f fWORKING=( )
------------------------------------------------=

L
VHB VLAMP–( ) VLAMP⋅

2 π fWORKING PLAMP⋅ ⋅ ⋅
------------------------------------------------------------------=

CBOOT>>CMOS_equ.~
Qtot_gate

VGATE
-----------------------
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The table below summarize these relationships (see L6567 datasheet for further details):

There are key part (i.e. RREF) that are related even to three parameters (i.e. FMIN, TPRE, TDT).

The suggested order to set parameters is the following:

• Set RHV considering start up current and dissipation problem;

• Set CF to have the feed forward frequency range: FFF=IRHV/(k1 ⋅ CF);

• Set RREF to fix the minimum working frequency: FMIN = k2 ⋅ RREF ⋅ CF;

• Set CP to fix the preheat time: TPRE = k3 ⋅ CP ⋅ RREF;

• Now we have two parameters that are related just to a parameter: RSHUNT to the preheat current (and fre-
quency) and CI that is related to the frequency sweep rate.

• At the end we have two parameters that are related to parts already choosen:
TDT = k4 ⋅ RREF and TIGN = k5  ⋅ TPRE.

We can see a numerical example.

RHV choice

We begin from  the start up current required to charge CVCC: it has to be greater than the IC consumption before start
up (Iq = 250µA), and the greater it is the shorter the start up time is. The problem is the dissipation: the greater the
current, the greater the dissipation on RHV. We have to make a compromise between these two settlements, starting
from reasonable current value. We can start from: ISTART_UP = 700µA and CVCC = 100nF. We get:

If we consider VLOW1 and VHIGH1 (max. 6V and 12.7V) we have T1~0.9µs and T2~1.8µs, that are reasonable
time for this kind of application. It means that the IC starts working after ~2µs.

We can use the max. rms. mains value to calculate the Rc- value. If the mains is 220V±20% we have:

We have to check if this value gives dissipation problems: it is safer to use the peak mains voltage, so:

It is cheaper to use 1/4watt resistors, so we can choose two 220Kohm resistors.

characteristic components

burn phase minimum freq. FMIN RREF &CF

feed forward freq. FFF CF & RHV

preheat and ignition time TPRE&TIGN CP & RREF

preheat freq. FPRE RSHUNT & load

dead time TDT RREF

freq. sweep rate dF/dT CI

start up current RHV

TSTART_UP
Q

ISTART_UP
-----------------------------

V CVCC⋅
ISTART_UP
-----------------------------= =

RHV
310V
0.7A
--------------~443kΩ=

PDISS

VMAX
2

RHV
---------------~

370V
2

440kΩ
------------------~0.3W=
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CF choice

We can choose CF in order to set the feed forward frequency range. A useful formula that fits pretty well the
L6567 behavior is:

Where k1~121 (see in L6567 datasheet the fitting between calculations and measurements). It is useful to use
the datasheet characterization to select the proper frequency range. An example is the graph in fig. 6.

We have to choose the desired frequency range vs. the IRHV
range, as done in fig.6, and we have the CF characteristics.
If the frequency ranges from 40 to 60 kHz a good capacitor
value is 100pF. 

When  we measure the frequency on the board we have to
measure the mosfets gate on-off frequency (i.e. pin 6). We
don’t have to put the probe on CF. On CF we will see a trian-
gular waveform (see L6567 datasheet characterisation) but
with a wrong frequency: the probe capacitor is some pF (i.e.
8pF), that is not negligible compared to a 100pF capacitor.

RREF choice

After choosing CF value we can set the FMIN value with the
formula: 

FMIN = (8 ⋅ RREF ⋅ CF)-1

If FMIN is 40 kHz, we get RREF=31250ohm, that may mean a RREF commercial value of 30Kohm.

CP choice

We fix CP value setting the preheat time:

TPRE = 224 ⋅ CP ⋅ RREF

We look in the preheat current-time table shown before a good setting for a 15W lamp. We choose the following
preheat condition: IPRE~250mA and TPRE~0.6-0.7ms. We get CP~100nF.

RSHUNT choice

RSHUNT sets the preheat current and (as a consequence) the preheat frequency. 

We have already chosen IPRE (~250mA) from the lamp filament characterization table. This value is a DC one,
so it is also the rms. one. During preheat we work in a strongly inductive mode (see fig. 4, range A), so the cur-
rent is nearly triangular shaped. With this approximation we are allowed to use the following formula:

L6567 compares the peak current  times RSHUNT with an internal threshold (~600mV typ.):

FFF

IRHV

k1 CF⋅
-----------------=

IRMS

IPP

12
----------=
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Figure 6. Freq. vs. I RHV @ different C F
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At the end we get:

And we have a 1.3-1.4 ohm shunt resistor.

CI choice

CI value is the main factor that sets the frequency sweep rates during preheat, ignition and feed forward phase.
The suggested value is 100nF (see datasheet characterization).

Dead time and ignition time

There are formulas that relate TDT and TIGN to external parts:

TDT = 46.75-12 ⋅ RREF

All these parts have already been set, as a consequence we have TDT~1.4µs and TIGN~0.6s.

Usually these are not key parameters, and these values are reasonable. If this is not the case we have to iterate
the process, changing the order in which we set the external parts (starting from the most critical ones).

With the above calculations we get the following part list:

Filtering parts R 47 Ω

C 3.3µF 400V

L 820µH 140mA

Rectifier bridge DF06N

Ballast parts CHALF_BATTERY (2) 100nF 250V

L 3.1mH

CLAMP 3.9nF 400V

Mosfets (2) STP2NB50

RSHUNT 1.3 Ω

CSNUBBER-CHARGE_PUMP 470pF 500V

CCHARGE_PUMP 680pF 50V

Charge pump diodes (2) BAS16,1N4148

CVCC 100nF 50V

RHV1  RHV2 220KΩ

CP , CI 100nF 50V

RREF 30KΩ

CF 100pF

IC L6567

RSHUNT~VRSHUNT

0.577
IPRE_RMS
--------------------------⋅

TIGN
15
16
------ TPRE⋅ 15

16
------ 224 CP RREF⋅ ⋅ ⋅= =
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